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Learning Objectives

• Describe barriers to communicating 

difficult prognostic information to patients

• Identify 3 elements of a “breaking bad 

news” conversation

• Describe 2 strategies for communicating 

bad news in a clinical encounter



Outline
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• Practice Example

• Discussion



Reflection

Think back to the last time you had to give a 

patient bad news.

• What were you feeling at the time?

• What made it most challenging?



Integrating difficult news is often 

a dynamic process



Three steps to give structure to 

the conversation
• Set Up

• Disclosure: Ask-Tell-Ask

• Respond to Emotion:
» Compassionate silence

» NURSE



Strategy #1

• Disclosure: Ask-Tell-Ask
– ASK permission: Would it be OK if we talked about 

what your test results showed?

– TELL: I’m afraid I have some difficult news. The 

ultrasound showed an empty gestational sac, which 

means the pregnancy is not viable.

– ASK for understanding: Do you have questions about 

what this means for you both moving forward? Would 

it be OK to talk a bit about the next steps and other 

options we can consider?



Demo Case 

Demonstration #1 : Ask-Tell-Ask

• Julie Morrison, age 35

• 8wks, 3 days pregnant, + bHCG

• 4th IVF cycle (previous 3 resulted in pregnancies 

that terminated between 7-9 wks)

• Ultrasound shows empty gestational sac

• Julie & husband David here for visit



Debrief Demo

• How did the structure of Ask-Tell-Ask feel?

• Did that seem plausible?

• What seemed unrealistic?



Debrief Demo

• How did the structure of Ask-Tell-Ask feel?

• Did that seem plausible?

• What seemed unrealistic?

Intensity of EMOTION



Prognostic information precipitates 

emotion

Prognostic information

Unrealistic

Hope -------------------------------------- Reality

Emotion

sadness, anger, disbelief 



Strategy #2

• Set Up

• Disclosure: Ask-Tell-Ask

• Respond to Emotion:

»Therapeutic silence

»NURSE



NURSE mnemonic
• Name: “It seems like you are 

concerned…”

• Understand: “I can only imagine…”

• Respect: “I am so impressed by…”

• Support: “I’ll be with you through all of this”

• Explore: “Tell me more…”





Demo #2: Julie (revisited)   

• Julie Morrison, age 35

• 8wks, 3 days pregnant, + bHCG

• 4th IVF cycle (previous 3 resulted in pregnancies 

that terminated between 7-9 wks)

• Ultrasound shows empty gestational sac

• Julie & husband David here for visit



Debrief & Discussion

• What did you notice in demo #2?

• How did the NURSE statements add to or 

change the feel of the conversation?

• What would you change?



These skills can be learned

Additional Useful Communication phrases:

 Hope/Worry

 “I wish” statements – to align while 

acknowledging the reality of situation

“Tell me more about…” – instead of assuming



Final Summary
• Describe barriers to communicating difficult prognostic 

information to patients

• Identify 3 elements of a “breaking bad news” 

conversation

– Set Up

– Disclosure

– Response to Emotion

• Describe 3 strategies for communicating “bad news” in a 

clinical encounter

– Ask-Tell-Ask (for disclosing the news)

– Silence

– NURSE (for responding to emotion in the room)



Thank you!

calexandercole@mgh.harvard.edu


